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Contact Type: Solder

SUMMARY

# Wires

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Low

Mechanics

84

Shell Style/Model

High

Keying

0

Housing Material

Coax

Cable Fixing

0

Variant

Triax

*: 

0

No keying

Fiber 0

�: 0 - 0 mm

Quad 0

Performance

Fluidic

Configuration

0

Insulator

Series

Termination type

IP rating

Rated Current

Cable Ø

91

Specifications

0

Others

0.00 - 0.00 mm

Download

Request a quote

40.10 g

Catalog

Weight

Matching parts

Image is for illustrative purpose only

Status active

Alternative part

LEMO products and services are provided “as is”. LEMO makes no warranties or representations with regard to LEMO product & services or use of 
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DRAWINGS

RECOMMENDED BY LEMO

Cables

  

  

Tools

Dimensions

None

Draws

IP Rating: 0
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